
the disconnected self

not   feeling   whole

not feeling comfortable with 
sensing your own body 

in the extreme: disorders like 
body dysmorphia, 
depersonalization 
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Many of us don’t feel entirely connected with our own body.  Maybe we don’t feel whole, or maybe we’re uncomfortable with the body we have. In the extreme, this can lead to body-related disorders. 



RE/CONNECT : RE/IMAGINE

RE/ME
BODILY WELL-BEING 
BODILY CREATIVITY
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We have designed a device called RE/ME. It is a mediator that encourages reconnection with your body. But it is also a creative tool that can support imaginative perception of your own body through physically experiencing alternative self image.



BODY AWARENESS HAS BEEN SHOWN TO 
POSITIVELY IMPACT

Pain Management

Intrusive Thoughts & Cravings

Emotional Trauma 

Mobility & Stability

Self Perception
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RE/ME works by increasing body awareness, and body awareness can positively influence a range of different issues.



measurably fills 
in gaps in 
awareness in 
one’s body.

RE/ME

Rosenkranz, K., & Rothwell, J. C. (2004). The 
effect of sensory input and attention on the 
sensorimotor organization of the hand area of 
the human motor cortex. The Journal of 
Physiology, 561(1), 307–320.

Maranan, D. S. (2017). Haplós: Towards 
Technologies for and Applications of 
Somaesthetics (PhD thesis). Plymouth 
University, UK.
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One way to increase body awareness is to apply vibration on the skin. RE/ME applies targeted and carefully composed vibration on body parts to enhance awareness of those parts. What you see in this slide are drawings made by participants in experiments that we’ve conducted. They reported feeling more aware of the vibrated body parts long after they take off RE/ME.



changes the 
perception of 
the size and 
shape of one’s 
body

RE/ME

Maranan, D. S. (2017). Haplós: Towards 
Technologies for and Applications of 
Somaesthetics (PhD thesis). Plymouth 
University, UK.
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Participants also reported areas as feeling heavier, longer, shorter. This perceptual reshaping of the body can be harnessed to trigger a particular image of the users body in their own mind, creating imagined body modifications through sensory input.



DISCONNECTED WHOLE IMAGINATIVE
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So from feeling disconnected, through the use of vibration users may begin to feel more whole, but with targeted vibrational patterns users may begin to feel more than whole. 



REATTACHABLE 
MOTORS

EARPHONES WIFI-READY 
MICROCONTROLLER

VIBROTACTILE + SOUND 
COMPOSITION SOFTWARE

REATTACHMENT 
SYSTEM

CLOTHINGFURNITUREEQUIPMENT
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Currently, RE/ME is a small kit that can be attached to a range of equipment, furniture, and clothing. It’s composed of vibrating motors, a WiFi-enabled microcontroller, earphones, and software.



http://tinyurl.com/re-me-video
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The device produces custom-composed low frequency sound.  This helps to cut out external noise and encourage a meditative state and inner focus on the vibrational stimuli The vibrations are then applied in patterns which run along different body parts.



Previous Collaborative Works
- CogNovo Workshops (2014-2017)
- Off The Lip (2016, 2017)
- Conversations With Myself (2017)
- Acoustic Osteology (2017)
- If You Prick Us, Do We Not Bleed? (2016)
- ColLaboratoire (2016)
- Bisensorial (2016)
- Drones With Desires (2015)

DR. DIEGO MARANAN
Embodied cognition researcher 

JACK MCKAY FLETCHER
Computational neuroscientist

SEAN CLARKE
Composer

Partner Institutions and Supporters

AGI HAINES
Speculative designer
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We are an interdisciplinary team composed of both scientists and artists. We met at the CogNovo interdisciplinary PhD training programme at Plymouth University in 2014, and we’ve collaborated on many projects since then. We all also have other partner institutions who can provide support for RE/ME.



Next Steps 1. Build more interest in the work; we want people to 
experience RE/ME 

2. Explore user interactions

3. Test our neurofeedback model

4. Develop and launch developer kit

5. Launch community of developers
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We’re passionate about our prototype, we have evidence that it works well, and we want to take it to the next level. If we have the opportunity to spend time at DART 17, we know exactly what we would do.



RE/ME
installation at 
DART 17

Building interest

Softly lit room

Comfortable “RE/ME fitted” pod

Tablet with RE/ME interface to guide 
users to their desired experience
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We aim to create an interactive installation at DART17. We feel the sensation of the device is really unique and unusual and we want to use this opportunity to gain interest by inviting people to use and experience it. The installation will consist of a seat with the sound and vibrational components of the device built in It will allow us to test and verify stimuli compositions and their affect on participants.



RE/ME
installation at 
DART 17

Exploring user 
interactions

Use installation as a research tool to 
explore user interactions. 

Example of a RE/ME user interface  for 
the installation

Francis, K. B., Haines, A., & Briazu, R. (in 
preparation). Thinkering through experiments: 
Considering the veracity and materiality of 
testing tools. AVANT: Trends in Interdisciplinary 
Studies.
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We also aim to explore the user interaction through interface design, to work out how people might make their own compositions of sounds and patterns.



RE/ME
installation at 
DART 17

Testing 
neurofeedback 
model
Validate our neurofeedback 
model based on evolutionary 
algorithms
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Finally, we developed a neurofeedback model during Hack the Brain last year that might help enhance how RE/ME functions. We would incorporate this model in our installation and see whether it improves users’ experience. 




Beyond DART 17

Develop and launch developer kit

Build an open infrastructure that puts this 
tool in the hands of the users through a 
product, the API and by fostering an open 
attitude to developers 
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To further this project, we would love to make a shared online library of compositions both pre-set ones and user made ones. We have plans for further research and funding opportunities but DART would act as an integral trigger for this process.



THANK/YOU
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We’d love to talk to you more about RE/ME. You can even try it out right now. Thank you.
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